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Abstract. In this work, neutron radioscopy was utilized to investigate water vapor uptake by a
hydrophilic silica aerogel. Aerogel is an unusual porous material, produced by a sol-gel process
that results in a solid material with a unique microstructure composed of nanometer-size particles
and pores. Aerogels have an extraordinarily large internal surface area which is accessible via
open pores, making them candidates for filters and gas adsorption media.

The water vapor deposition was modeled both analytically and computationally, and an estimate
for adsorption coefficients for water vapor in aerogel yielded 1.08× 10−3 ± 2.58× 10−4 cm2/s.
Initial tests to measure water vapor uptake from moist air were very successful. Dry air was bubbled
through water and then flowed past an aerogel. The aerogel was shown to uptake the water vapor
readily from moist air. After uptake, the aerogel dried out rapidly in dry air. This phenomenon was
repeatable, indicating that the aerogel could be reused with little change in its sorption properties.
Neutron radiography was shown to be an effective nondestructive method for evaluating the real-
time movement of water vapor in aerogel, as deposition patterns can be analyzed quantitatively as
a function of time and penetration distance into the aerogel.

Introduction

Researchers at the University of Virginia have begun research to explore the use of aero-
gels as a potential collection medium. There is little information about water adsorption
in aerogels, and previous experience using neutron radiography to measure deposition
of materials in filters and tobacco beds suggested that the neutron radiography technique
would be a good approach to get a general understanding of the movement of water
vapor in aerogel material [1–6].

Aerogel is an unusual porous solid material, with a unique microstructure composed
of nanometer-size particles and pores. Aerogels have an extraordinarily large internal
surface area that is accessible via open pores, making them candidates for filters and
adsorption media. Aerogels can be formed from a wide variety of materials and can
be made so that they are either hydrophilic (water absorbing) or hydrophobic (water
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Fig. 1. Aerogel microstructure.

repelling), helping further to target them for collecting specific media. Over the past
decade, several researchers have suggested the potential of aerogels as gas filters, and
at the beginning of this project it was anticipated that much information on their use as
filters and as adsorption media would be available. However, while the idea is frequently
included in long lists of potential applications, very little research has been conducted
on the use of aerogels as adsorption media, and there is no literature reporting the
measurement of water vapor adsorption coefficients. A literature survey revealed only
one case where aerogels were tested as adsorption media. Attia [7] has proposed their
use for the capture of greenhouse gases resulting from combustion of fossil fuels.

Aerogel is produced by a sol-gel process which results in a solid matrix with pore sizes
on the order of nanometers. The structure, shown in Fig. 1, is a network of mesopores 2–
50 nm in diameter, and micropores < 2 nm indiameter. The mesopores are formed
by the interstices between chains of particles, and the micropores are between and
within the porous particles [8, 9]. It should be noted that the structure of the resulting
aerogel can be altered by adjusting the pH value of the starting chemical solution, the
temperature of the reaction, and the concentration of the materials used in the synthesis.
The unique, and often exceptional, physical properties of aerogel are a result of the
ultrafine microstructure, which forms during the chemical preparation method. Aerogel
has the lowest density, lowest thermal conductivity, lowest dielectric constant, and lowest
sound velocity of any solid material ever fabricated. Silica aerogel was used in this
study. It is one of the most common forms of aerogel and consists of mostly air with
the remainder being a wispy matrix of silica. The solid volume fraction of silica aerogel
ranges from about 0.1% to 10%, and the density can be as low as 0.003 g/cm3, only
three times the density of air. Aerogels have an open-pore structure with extremely high
porosity (porosities range from about 80% to 99.8%) and an extraordinarily large inner
surface area (values have been reported as large as 1,600 m2/g). The large inner surface
area and small pore size of aerogels suggest their use as collection media.

Experimental Methods

Neutron radiology activities at the University of Virginia utilize the UVAR, a 2-MW pool
research reactor which was in continuous operation from 1960 until 1998. The collimator
has a variable aperture at the focal point of the port that givesL/D ratios of 30 and 60.
The L/D ratio is an effective measure of the length-to-aperture diameter ratio of a
divergent neutron beam. High-purity lead and bismuth filters are used to provide gamma
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Fig. 2. Aerogel holder used for neutron radiography.

photon shielding. The beam diameter at the imaging plane is 300 mm. The cadmium ratio
measured with gold foils is 88, while the neutron-to-gamma ratio is 5× 105 n/cm2-mR.
The beam intensity at anL/D of 30 varies between 4 and 8× 106 n/cm2-s, depending
on the reactor core position and other current experiments.

The aerogel was placed in a holder immediately in front of the neutron camera (Precise
Optics). The holder is illustrated in Fig. 2. The neutron camera is based on a Thompson
CSF neutron intensifier and a neuvicon video camera. The RS-170 video signal was
routed to Data Translation image processing boards (a DT2861, an arithmetic frame
grabber, and a DT2858, an auxiliary frame processor) in a personnel computer. The
video frame rate was 30 frames/s. The video signal was digitized into a 512× 512
pixel matrix with each pixel representing 0.048 cm× 0.045 cm, with each pixel having
an integer luminance in the range 0–255. To decrease noise due to beam fluctuations
and video digitization, the real-time images were integrated (250 frames averaged) with
respect to time on the image processor. Thus, each pixel luminance in the region of
interest was stored as a single byte for further analysis.

To obtain water deposition data, a specimen (approximately 2×2×4 cm) of aerogel
was covered on five sides, the remaining side left open to a moist air environment. Alu-
minum foil was sprayed with a contact adhesive and applied to the aerogel. Aluminum
was used throughout the experimental setup because it is essentially transparent to neu-
trons. The covered specimen was placed in a holder that consisted of two concentric
aluminum tubes. The inner tube was 2.5 cm in diameter and 54 cm long. The outer tube
was 4.16 cm in diameter and 101 cm long. An aluminum grate, the size of the inside
diameter of the outer tube with 6.35-mm holes, was placed on top of the inside tube to
provide support for the sample. The sample protruded from the open top of the larger
tube and was anchored in place by cellophane tape. Within the inner tube was a 6.4-mm
tube that was connected to a moist air supply.

The moist air was generated by bubbling bottled breathing air through 10 cm of water.
The moist air was passed through a regulator, a needle valve for flow control, and a flow
measurement device. Measured moist air content of the exiting air was 90% relative
humidity at 22◦C. The moist air was directed across the aerogel sample. The flow rates
of the moist air ranged from 0.5 to 1.5 liter/min. The sample was exposed to the moist air
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Fig. 3. Division of aerogel specimen into 20 regions by the data
acquisition system. Regions of the video field are in white. The
shaded area represents the aerogel. Note that the aerogel does not
fill the video image.

for a period of time, then the air was disconnected from the moist air generator and dry
air was passed over the specimen for an additional period of time. Run times varied from
180 to 215 min during the absorption phase, and drying times were typically 125 min.
Since there was no pressure gradient across the aerogel specimen, it was assumed that
all water vapor transport in the aerogel was a result of diffusion. The aerogel sample was
in equilibrium with the atmosphere prior to the run, and the ambient relative humidity
was shown to have a large impact on the amount of water deposition in the sample.

The aerogel specimen was divided into 20 discrete regions by the data acquisition
system. A box was drawn around the specimen’s image by the data acquisition software.
The software divides the horizontal length of the box by 20, and the truncated integer
number determines the width of each region in pixels. A pixel, which is the smallest area
the video system can resolve, is 0.048 cm wide and 0.033 cm high. Any pixels remaining
after the division by 20 were included in region 20. The regions were established such
that one or two regions were left outside of the specimen as a control to monitor for
equipment drift. For example, for a region that is 45 pixels wide, regions 1–19 were 2
pixels wide (45/20 = 2.25, which truncates to 2), with region 20 being 7 pixels wide (the
2 pixels originally assigned to each region plus the remaining 5 pixels). Figure 3 shows
a typical aerogel specimen and its division into regions.

The aerogel specimen is in equilibrium with the ambient air at the start of the radio-
graphy run and so initially contains some adsorbed water vapor. The data acquisition
software obtains baseline data from the first image and initializes all regions of the
specimen to 0.0. Adsorption of water vapor by the specimen is seen as a change from
the initial mass of water in the aerogel. The initial mass was assigned a relative mass
of 0.0 mg.

Data Acquisition and Analysis

A computer program was written to analyze the radioscopic luminance data collected
during each experimental trial. The radioscopic data represented the attenuated response
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of the neutron beam due to constituents within the aerogel. Attenuation of a thermal
neutron beam is due mainly to scattering and absorption interactions of neutrons with
atomic nuclei. For this reason, it is convenient to express the attenuation of the beam as a
function of a total neutron removal coefficient,µ. The attenuated response obeys Beer’s
law:

I = Io exp−µt , (1)

whereI and Io are the attenuated and incident neutron intensities, respectively, andt is
the thickness of the object under analysis. The neutron removal coefficient is expressed
in units of cm−1. Because of the relatively small thickness with respect to a neutron’s
mean free path, for many objects, such as the aerogel samples, the neutron attenuation
follows the exponential behavior described by Beer’s law.

To calibrate and determine the total neutron removal coefficient, different thicknesses
of water in an aluminum wedge were imaged in the neutron beam. The mass and thick-
ness of the samples were accurately known; therefore, after determining the incident and
attenuated intensities of the samples, the neutron removal coefficients were easily calcu-
lated using Beer’s law. Details of the calibration method are presented in reference [1].
The calculated neutron removal coefficient for water vapor in the University of Virginia’s
neutron beam was 4.88 cm2/g.

Knowing the removal coefficient for any given object, it is possible to calculate its
thickness from the radioscopic data as follows:

t = ln(Io/I )

µ
. (2)

However, neutron radioscopy becomes much more attractive as a quantitative tool when
one considers the calculation of two other related quantities, the relative density thickness,
δ, and the total mass. The density thickness measurement has units of mg/cm2 and is
obtained as follows:

δ = tρ = ln(Io/I )

µ
ρ, (3)

whereρ is the mass density of the adsorbed water. Second, calculation of mass can be
easily obtained from the expression:

mi, j = δAi, j = ln(Io/I )i, j
µ

ρAi, j , (4)

wheremi, j is the mass of the object imaged at the(i, j )th pixel, andAi, j is the area
of the(i, j )th pixel. Thus, Eq. (4) gives us the mass of the object in a single particular
pixel. After choosing a region of interest that encloses the object’s radioscopic image,
one obtains its total mass by summing up every pixel in the region as

M =
P∑

i=1

Q∑
j=1

mi, j . (5)
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Fig. 4. Total water vapor adsorbed.

Here,P andQ represent the maximum pixel number in the columns and rows. Equation
(5) is useful in determining the temporal changes in an object’s mass, while Eq. (4) can
be used to obtain both spatial and temporal mass changes within an object.

The program prompts the user to select a region of the unused beam for power nor-
malization and a calibration to a secondary standard, which is an epoxy-filled aluminum
wedge that has been calibrated to water, is performed. The aerogel test object, mounted
in its holder, is placed in the beam and the area of interest is selected. The analysis then
begins with continuous data collection until the program is stopped by the user. The data
are stored in an output file, and are subsequently processed using the method described
above.

The aerogel used for the radiography measurements had a density of 0.086 g/cm3.
Five sets of radiography data were collected. In all runs, the air flow rate was set at the
beginning of the run and then held constant. Runs 1, 2, and 3 reused the same aerogel
sample. The aerogel readily adsorbed water vapor from the moist air, but dried rapidly
in dry air. This phenomenon was repeatable.

Total water adsorption from the third run is shown in Fig. 4. This run was typical of
all five data sets. The moist and dry air flow rates were 0.5 liter/min. Total mass adsorbed
was 47 mg, 4.3% of the initial aerogel mass. Figure 5 shows the region data for this
run. The region at 0.176 cm from the adsorption face retained moisture upon drying.
This region adsorbed the water vapor and did not release it as readily as the 0.272-cm
and 0.464-cm regions when exposed to dry air. The deep region at 1.424 cm has not yet
saturated and is observed to have a different shape in drying. It appears that it will return
to the original water vapor content.

Two possible reasons for this phenomenon are proposed. One is that the region close
to the adsorption face became saturated and the water penetrated into the micropores.
The water is then retained in the micropores and not given up as readily as in the regions
further from the adsorption face. Iler [10] noted a similar phenomenon during a Brunauer,
Emmett, and Teller (BET) analysis. During the BET analysis, a larger pressure differential
was required to cause the nitrogen to diffuse out of the pores than that required to cause
the nitrogen to diffuse into the pores. This was due to the nitrogen being retained in the
micropores.
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Fig. 5. Radiography region data with distances measured from the adsorption face.
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Another hypothesis is that the glue used to adhere the aluminum foil to the aerogel
formed a layer along both sides normal to the imaging beam. These layers, which are
included in all regions of the aerogel, adsorbed the water vapor and retained it much
longer than the aerogel material. To determine conclusively if the glue adsorbed water
vapor, a piece of aluminum was covered on both sides with a layer of glue and exposed
to the moist air for 125 min and dry air for 120 min. No water was adsorbed by the glue,
indicating that the aerogel specimen retained the moisture during drying.

Analytical and Numerical Discussion

The adsorption of water vapor into the aerogel parallelepiped, assuming advection terms
are negligible, is identical mathematically to the problem of heat transfer in a finite slab
of material. The governing equation is assumed to be of the form

∂C

∂t
= D

(
∂2C

∂x2
+ ∂

2C

∂y2
+ ∂

2C

∂z2

)
, (6)

with boundary conditions of constant concentration (Dirichlet boundary condition) at
the front face and no mass loss (Neumann boundary condition) through the sides and
back. The heat transfer analogy is constant temperature on the front face and adiabatic
boundary conditions on the remaining five sides.

Carslaw and Jaeger [11] give a solution to Eq. (6) that is a product of the three one-
dimensional cases. For thex problem, the boundary conditions are Dirichlet at the left
end and Neumann at the right end. For they andz problems, the boundary conditions
are Neumann at both ends. The initial condition for all three problems is a function of
position. Since the initial concentration is constant throughout the specimen and has the
value 0.0, this reduces to a solution that is a function ofx alone. A three-dimensional
computer program was written to solve Eq. (6) with Neumann boundary conditions on all
sides except the adsorption face to verify that the problem reduced to a one-dimensional
problem. A plot showed all the mass contours parallel to the front face, verifying the
one-dimensional behavior. The solution for a one-dimensional object of lengthL with
constant concentrationC0 at the left side and a Neumann boundary condition at the right
side with initial concentration of 0.0 is

C(x, t) = C0+ 2

L

∞∑
n=0

exp
−D(2n+ 1)2π2t

4L2

× cos

[
(2n+ 1)π(L − x)

2L

](
2L(−1)n+1C0

(2n+ 1)π

)
. (7)

A value of 25 was used for∞ in all equations that involved Fourier series, and was
sufficient to ensure convergence.

Spatial adsorption of water into the aerogel parallelepiped can be approximated as
diffusion into a semi-infinite slab. The solution for diffusion into a semi-infinite slab with
constant concentrationC0 at the adsorption face and a concentration of 0.0 at infinity is

C = C0

[
1− erf

(
x√
4Dt

)]
. (8)
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Equation (8) is expected to be an adequate model if the values of time,t , and the diffusion
coefficient,D, are small [12]. Since the values ofD for the aerogel are so small, Eq.
(8) is a near-exact solution to the diffusion equation, yielding the same results as Eq.
(7). Equation (8) was fitted to the radiography data to obtain the effective adsorption
coefficient and source concentration for water uptake in aerogel.

A graph of the radiography data and curve fit for a region 0.272 cm from the adsorption
face is shown in Fig. 6. A value for the effective adsorption coefficient ofD = 0.001215
cm2/s was used, with a source concentration of 6.35 mg/cm3. Deviations from the the-
oretical output and the radiography data exist for regions far from the adsorption face,
indicating that the Neumann boundary conditions were not met. Also presented in Fig. 6
are three regions from a radiography run and the model predictions for Neumann bound-
ary conditions. As seen from the figure, the Neumann boundary conditions underpredict
the amount of water adsorbed by the aerogel. It is possible that the aluminum foil did
not adhere adequately to the sides of the aerogel specimen. Two paths exist for water
vapor to travel to the sides of the aerogel. One is a leakage path is through the front
along the sides, and the other is through the aerogel and out the sides to an existing air
space between the foil and the aerogel. The diffusion coefficient of water vapor in air
at room temperature is approximately 0.260 cm2/s [12], while the effective adsorption
coefficient of water vapor in aerogel is of the order of 1.0× 10−3 cm2/s, so any water
vapor leaking into the air space between the foil and aerogel specimen would readily
diffuse along the sides of the aerogel.

To model the aerogel with Dirichlet boundary conditions, a three-dimensional product
solution was used to obtain an analytical solution to the three-dimensional problem
of Dirichlet boundary conditions on all sides except the back face, which retained a
Neumann boundary condition. The boundary condition at the rear face was chosen since
in all the radiography runs, the regions closer to the front adsorption face adsorbed more
water vapor than the regions in the rear. The product solution is given by

C(x, t) = C0[1− X(x, t)Yave(t)Zave(t)], (9)

with X(x, t) given by

X(x, t) = − 2

L

∞∑
n=0

−D(2n+ 1)2π2t

4L2

× cos

[
(2n+ 1)π(L − x)

2L

](
2L(−1)n+1

(2n+ 1)π

)
, (10)

andYave(t) given by

Yave(t) =
Jmax∑
j=0

1

Jmax+ 1

(
4

π

∞∑
n=0

1

2n+ 1
exp
−D(2n+ 1)2π2t

L2

× sin

 (2n+ 1)π
[(

L
Lmax

)
j
]

L


 . (11)
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Fig. 6. Radiography data and analytic product solution with Neumann and Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions. Distances are from the adsorption face.

A similar solution exists for thez direction.Jmax was typically set to 401, andKmax to
201. The values ofJmax and Kmax varied, depending on the actual dimensions of the
specimen being studied.

Figure 6 shows a plot of three regions of radiography data, along with the output
from the product solution above and the output from the model with Dirichlet boundary
conditions. An effective adsorption coefficient of D = 0.00095 cm2/s was used in the
product solution, with a source concentration of 5.24 mg/cm3. As seen from the figure, the
fit is good for the first region, but for regions farther from the adsorption face the product
solution yields values greater than the radiography data. However, the Dirichlet boundary
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conditions appear to give a closer approximation to the actual boundary conditions than
the Neumann boundary conditions. These two extremes bracket the observed behavior.
For the case where the aluminum foil is assumed to prevent mass loss through the sides
of the aerogel, the radiography data shows all regions adsorbing more mass than the
model predicts. In the case where the foil is assumed to leak except at the back end, the
model predicts more mass gain than the radiography data shows. For this data set the
effective adsorption coefficient falls between the values obtained from the two models,
0.00095 and 0.001215 cm2/s.

The above analysis was performed for the data from runs 1–5. From the results of this
analysis, it can be concluded that the effective adsorption coefficient for water vapor in
silica aerogel at room temperature is 1.08× 10−3± 2.58× 10−4 cm2/s.

Conclusions

This work has shown that neutron radioscopy can be used to study aerogels to investigate
water adsorption. A hydrophilic silica aerogel was shown to uptake water vapor readily
from moist air and to dry out rapidly in dry air. This phenomenon was repeatable, indicat-
ing that the aerogel could be reused with little change in its sorption properties. Neutron
radiography was an effective nondestructive method for the evaluation of the real-time
water uptake behavior of aerogel, as deposition patterns could be analyzed quantitatively
as a function of time and penetration distance into the aerogel. The radiography data fit
well with the theoretical model. This study has provided experimental values for the
effective adsorption coefficient for water in silica aerogel for the first time. This data
lays the foundation for future investigations of aerogels as adsorption and filter media.
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